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More data is better

• Best way to make a ML model to generalize better is to train it on more data
• In practice amount of data is limited
• Get around the problem by creating fake data
• For some ML tasks it is straightforward to create fake data
Augmentation for classification

• Data augmentation is easiest for classification
  – Classifier takes high-dimensional input $x$ and summarizes it with a single category identity $y$
  – Main task of classifier is to be invariant to a wide variety of transformations

• Generate new samples $(x, y)$ just by transforming inputs

• Approach not easily generalized to other problems
  – For density estimation problem
    • it is not possible generate new data without solving density estimation
Effective for Object Recognition

- Data set augmentation very effective for the classification problem of object recognition
- Images are high-dimensional and include a variety of variations, may easily simulated
- Translating the images a few pixels can greatly improve performance
  - Even when designed to be invariant using convolution and pooling
- Rotating and scaling are also effective
Caution in Data Augmentation

• Not apply transformation that would change the class

• OCR example: ‘b’ vs ‘d’ and ‘6’ vs ‘9’
  – Horizontal flips and 180 degree rotations are not appropriate ways

• Some transformations are not easy to perform
  – Out of plane rotation cannot be implemented as a simple geometric operation on pixels
Injecting noise

• Injecting noise into the input of a neural network can be seen as data augmentation
• Neural networks are not robust to noise
• To improve robustness, train them with random noise applied to their inputs
  – Part of some unsupervised learning, such as denoising autoencoder
• Noise can also be applied to hidden units
• Dropout, a powerful regularization strategy, can be viewed as constructing new inputs by multiplying by noise
Benchmarking using augmentation

• Hand-designed data set augmentation can dramatically improve performance

• When comparing ML algorithms A and B, same data set augmentation should be used for both
  – If A performs poorly with no dataset augmentation and B performs well with synthetic transformations of the input, reason may be the data set rather than algorithm

• Adding Gaussian noise is considered part of ML while cropping input images is not